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Abstract

DNA sequence alignment algorithms in computational molecular biology have been improved by diverse methods. In this paper, we
propose a DNA sequence alignment that uses quality information and a fuzzy inference method developed based on the characteristics of
DNA fragments and a fuzzy logic system in order to improve conventional DNA sequence alignment methods that uses DNA sequence
quality information. In conventional algorithms, DNA sequence alignment scores are calculated by the global sequence alignment algo-
rithm proposed by Needleman–Wunsch, which is established by using quality information of each DNA fragment. However, there may
be errors in the process of calculating DNA sequence alignment scores when the quality of DNA fragment tips is low, because only the
overall DNA sequence quality information are used. In our proposed method, an exact DNA sequence alignment can be achieved in spite
of the low quality of DNA fragment tips by improvement of conventional algorithms using quality information. Mapping score param-
eters used to calculate DNA sequence alignment scores are dynamically adjusted by the fuzzy logic system utilizing lengths of DNA frag-
ments and frequencies of low quality DNA bases in the fragments. From the experiments by applying real genome data of National
Center for Biotechnology Information, we could see that the proposed method is more efficient than conventional algorithms.
� 2007 National Natural Science Foundation of China and Chinese Academy of Sciences. Published by Elsevier Limited and Science in
China Press. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In contig assembly process to acquire an overall DNA
sequence of a genome, DNA sequence alignment is very
important in molecular biology fields [1–4]. Recently,
man power and processing time required for DNA
sequence analyses can be reduced by automatic DNA
sequence analyzers, but there is still no method to decode
an overall DNA sequence of a very long specific genome
by one execution of experiment. For a specific genome,
each DNA fragment is analyzed after classification into

several fragments and an overall DNA sequence should
be reconstituted using these fragments information. This
is called as contig assembly process [5]. Generally hundreds
of nucleotide base pairs can be decoded by single pass of
analysis in each experiment. Especially when DNA
sequence analysis equipments are used, much sequencing
results can be acquired in short time because many frag-
ments are analyzed simultaneously, but low quality DNA
bases in tips of DNA fragments are detected.

In conventional algorithms such as PHRED [6] used for
DNA sequencing process, if low quality DNA bases exist in
tips of DNA fragments, calculation errors in DNA
sequencing score will occur. Therefore, we propose an algo-
rithm with low quality information in DNA fragments
which uses mapping score parameters to calculate DNA
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sequencing scores to a fuzzy logic system. It improves con-
ventional DNA sequence alignment algorithms.

2. Quality information

In DNA sequencing programs, a DNA sequence is cre-
ated by reading trace data and quality information for
every DNA base. In this study, we use quality information
produced by PHRED, a well-known DNA sequencing pro-
gram, because most DNA sequencing programs produce
similar data. Trace data in PHRED are created by analyz-

ing peaks of chromatogram in a sequencing machine. By
these data, a file called ‘‘Fasta” having a DNA sequence
and a file called ‘‘Quality” having DNA bases quality infor-
mation are obtained. Fig. 1 shows examples of trace data.

The ideal trace data should have same intervals between
every peak and no overlaps. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of
almost ideal trace data. In this figure, intervals between each
peak are almost uniform and the peak of a base is much
higher than the peaks of other bases in a same position.
But Fig. 1(b) shows unclear peaks for every base. This is
because of errors in the experiment for producing primitive

Fig. 1. Examples of trace data. (a) High quality trace data, (b) low quality trace data.
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data for trace data. The characteristics of low quality trace
data are as follows: (i) Intervals between each peak are not
uniform; (ii) two or more peaks have similar height; (iii) all
peaks of four bases are very low in a same position.

Low quality trace data are acquired when DNA bases
cannot be decided precisely. Symbols on the top of Fig. 1
are a part of a DNA sequence produced by trace data of
PHRED and is called Fasta. In PHRED, base-specific qual-
ity scores are one of the most innovative features. Quality
scores range from 0 to 99 and this is related with the prob-
ability of difference from true DNA bases. If quality score is
denoted as Q and error probability of a DNA base is
denoted as P, we can get Q = �10 � log10 P. Table 1 shows
error probabilities in accordance with quality scores.

A process for trimming a DNA sequence is executed using
quality scores after creating a DNA sequence and quality
scores in PHRED. Generally, tips of trace data contain
errors because of the limitations on biological experiments.
So quality scores for tips of DNA fragments are very low
by the errors. Tips of DNA fragments having lots of errors
have unwanted influence on experiments, so these tips are
eliminated. Therefore, the ratio of DNA bases having qual-
ity score less than 10 is about 2–5% in a DNA sequence.

3. The proposed DNA sequence alignment algorithm

There is no need to assemble multiple fragments simulta-
neously in decoding a DNA sequence except a few experi-
ments such as shotgun sequencing. PCR or direct
sequencing methods are often used to decode a DNA
sequence, and an experimenter can sequence fragments in
order through designing an appropriate primer. There are
global alignment and local alignment in DNA sequence
alignment and various algorithms have been developed for
searching optimal alignment of a DNA sequence. In this
paper, we propose an algorithm which adjusts mapping
score parameters to calculate DNA sequence alignment
scores dynamically by applying low quality information in
DNA fragments to a fuzzy logic system, and this algorithm
improves conventional DNA sequence alignment algorithms.

3.1. The proposed DNA sequence alignment algorithm using

quality information

In this section, the proposed DNA sequence alignment
algorithm using quality information is explained. First,

the definition and characteristics of a DNA sequence using
quality information are explained and then the method to
align a DNA sequence having quality information and
the method to calculate alignment scores are proposed.

3.1.1. A DNA sequence
A DNA sequence means a sequence of DNA bases

belonged to R. In this paper, we deal with the sequences
of DNA bases, so R is defined as {a, g, c, t} and space is
defined as D 62 R. For ith base of a DNA sequence, A

is defined as Ai and a partial DNA sequence AiAi+1� � �Aj

is defined as A[i. . .j]. When two DNA fragments of
A = A1A2� � �Am and B = B1B2� � �Bn with each length m

and n are provided, the alignment of two DNA fragments
are A� ¼ A�1A�2 � � �A�m and B� ¼ B�1B�2 � � �B�n ðn;m 6 lÞ. A�i and
B�i are classified into one of the three kinds of mapping by a
DNA base type. The three kinds of mapping are as follows:

Match: A�i 6¼ D, B�i 6¼ D, and A�i ¼ B�i
Mismatch: A�i 6¼ D, B�i 6¼ D, and A�i 6¼ B�i
Gap: A�i or B�i is D

A�i ¼ B�i ¼ D is not allowed. Each mapping has its score
and the score is c in case of match or d in case of mismatch
or l in case of gap. These c, d, l are called mapping score
parameters and these parameters have diverse values
depending on applications. c is a positive number, d and
l are the negative numbers in general.

3.1.2. The proposed DNA sequence alignment algorithm
In a DNA sequence A = A1A2� � �Am having quality

information, each Ai is one of DNA bases in R and each
QAi

is the quality score for each Ai. Quality score QAi
means

that error probability of Ai is 10�QA=10. We define a DNA
sequence having quality information as ‘‘a quality DNA
sequence” and a DNA sequence having no quality infor-
mation as ‘‘an ordinary DNA sequence”. When we look
into the meaning of the quality scores of DNA bases in
detail, if a DNA base is x 2 R in a certain position and
Qx is the quality score of the DNA base, x appears in the
position by the probability of 1� 10�Qx=10. Other DNA
bases appear in the position by the probability of 10�Qx=10

or a space appears in the position. A space caused by the
absence of a DNA base is denoted as ‘-’ in a quality
DNA sequence and made: x is a typical base in the posi-
tion. In this paper, the following assumptions are made:

Assumption 1. Generally, the probability of a typical DNA
base at position i in a quality DNA sequence is higher than
0.9.

Assumption 2. The probabilities of other DNA bases
except for a typical base and a space (-) are all the same.
If the quality score of the typical DNA base is 10, then
the error probability of the position is 0.1 and the probabil-
ity of the typical DNA base is 0.9. So the probabilities of
other DNA bases and a space are 0.025.

Table 1
Error probabilities in accordance with quality scores

Quality score
(Q)

Error probability
(P)

Quality score
(Q)

Error probability
(P)

10 10�1 60 10�6

20 10�2 70 10�7

30 10�3 80 10�8

40 10�4 90 10�9

50 10�5 100 10�10
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When two DNA fragments of A = A1A2� � �Am and
B = B1 B2� � �Bn with each global alignment length m and
n are provided, the alignment of two quality DNA frag-
ments is A� ¼ A�1A�2 � � �A�m and B� ¼ B�1B�2 � � �B�n ðn;m 6 lÞ.
A�i and B�i are aligned by inserting 0 or more spaces (D) into
gaps in DNA bases of A and B. There is no difference
between the alignment by inserting spaces (D) and the
alignment of an ordinary DNA sequence. The meaning
of inserting spaces (D) into alignment is that any symbol
does not exist, so the probability of a DNA base x 2 R in
the position is 0 and the probability of a space (-) is 1. A
DNA base pair, A�i and B�i , is classified into one of the fol-
lowing three kinds of mapping by the typical DNA base:

Regular-match: A�i 6¼ D, B�i 6¼ D, and A�i ¼ B�i .
Regular-mismatch: A�i 6¼ D, B�i 6¼ D, and A�i 6¼ B�i .
Regular-gap: A�i or B�i is D.

A�i ¼ B�i ¼ D is not allowed. The above three mappings
are quality mappings and match, mismatch, and gap of
an ordinary DNA sequence are ordinary mappings. A
mapping score SðA�i ;B�i Þ of a DNA base pair, A�i and B�i ,
is defined as an expectation value of an ordinary mapping
score. Quality mapping becomes one of match, mismatch,
and gap of ordinary mapping in accordance with the actual
DNA bases. Table 2 shows the result that A�i and B�i are
analyzed into ordinary mapping in accordance with the
actual DNA bases.

M: Actual DNA bases match with each other. Match
score is c in this case.

N: Two positions are not spaces and the actual DNA
bases do not match with each other. Mismatch score
is d in this case.

G: One position has R and the other position is space (-).
This is considered as gap mapping and score l is pro-
vided in this case.

E: All of A�i and B�i are spaces. Score 0 is provided in this
case because it can be considered as no mapping on
the alignment.

Therefore, if we define the probability of match map-
ping as P mðA�i ;B�i Þ, the probability of mismatch mapping
as P nðA�i ;B�i Þ and the probability of gap mapping as
P gðA�i ;B�i Þ, we can get Eq. (1)

SðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ c� P mðA�i ;B�i Þ þ d� P nðA�i ;B�i Þ þ l

� P gðA�i ;B�i Þ ð1Þ

The detailed method to calculate each quality mapping
is as follows: the probability that A�i will be x 2 R is defined
as ax, the probability that A�i will be a space is defined as a-,
the probability that B�i will be x 2 R is defined as bx and the
probability that B�i will be a space is defined as b�.

3.1.2.1. In the case of regular-match. If we define typical
DNA bases of A�i and B�i as a, Eq. (2) can be derived from
Assumption 2.

1� aa

4
¼ ac ¼ ag ¼ at ¼ a�

1� ba

4
¼ bc ¼ bg ¼ bt ¼ b�

ð2Þ

Table 3 shows the probabilities of regular-match.
Probabilities of each DNA base shown in Table 3 are

calculated by Eq. (3)

a ¼ aa; fc; g; tg ¼ 1� aa

4
ð3Þ

X, Y, and Z shown in Table 3 are explained by Eq. (4)

X ¼ ð1� aaÞba

4
; Y ¼ aað1� baÞ

4
;

Z ¼ ð1� aaÞð1� baÞ
16

ð4Þ

Eq. (5) can be derived from the probabilities shown in Ta-
ble 3. Z is ignored in (5) because Z is a very small value of
0.0056 although quality scores of aa and ba are all 1.

P mðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ aaba þ 3Z � aaba

P nðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ 3X þ 3Y þ 6Z � aa þ ba � 2aaba

4
� 3

P gðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ X þ Y þ 6Z � aa þ ba � 2aaba

4

ð5Þ

Therefore, mapping score of regular-match can be
expressed as Eq. (6)

SðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ c� aaba þ d� aa þ ba � 2aaba

4
� 3þ l

� aa þ ba � 2aaba

4
ð6Þ

Table 2
Ordinary mapping in accordance with the actual DNA bases

A�i

B�i a c t g –

a M N N N G
c N M N N G
t N N M N G
g N N N M G
– G G G G E

Table 3
Probability of regular-match

A�i

B�i a c t g –

a aaba X X X X
c Y Z Z Z Z
t Y Z Z Z Z
g Y Z Z Z Z
– Y Z Z Z Z
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3.1.2.2. In the case of regular-mismatch. If we define a typ-
ical DNA base of A�i as c and a typical DNA base of B�i as
a, Eq. (7) can be derived from Assumption 2.

1� ac

4
¼ aa ¼ ag ¼ at ¼ a�

1� ba

4
¼ bc ¼ bg ¼ bt ¼ b�

ð7Þ

Table 4 shows the probabilities of regular-mismatch.
Probabilities of each DNA base shown in Table 4 are

calculated by Eq. (8)

c ¼ ac; fa; g; tg ¼ 1� ac

4
ð8Þ

X, Y, and Z shown in Table 4 are, respectively,

X ¼ ð1� acÞba

4
; Y ¼ acð1� baÞ

4
;

Z ¼ ð1� acÞð1� baÞ
16

ð9Þ

Eq. (10) can be derived from probabilities shown in Table
4. Z is ignored in (10) because Z is a very small value of
0.0056 although the quality scores of aa and ba are 1.

P mðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ X þ Y þ 2Z � ac þ ba � 2acba

4

P nðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ acba þ 2X þ 2Y þ 7Z � ac þ ba

2

P gðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ X þ Y þ 6Z � ac þ ba � 2acba

4

ð10Þ

Therefore, mapping score of regular-mismatch can be
expressed by Eq. (11)

SðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ c� ac þ ba � 2acba

4
þ d� ac þ ba

2
þ l

� ac þ ba � 2acba

4
ð11Þ

3.1.2.3. In the case of regular-gap. If we define a typical
DNA base of A�i as a and a typical DNA base of B�i as space
(D), b� = 1 because B�i becomes space (D). Mapping score
of regular-gap is expressed by Eq. (12).

SðA�i ;B�i Þ ¼ l� ð1� a�Þ ¼ l� 3þ aa

4
ð12Þ

Alignment score SðA�i ;B�i Þ of a quality DNA sequence is
defined as the summation of mapping scores of all DNA
base pairs for alignment like an ordinary DNA sequence.
Alignment score SðA�i ;B�i Þ is defined as Eq. (13).

SðA�;B�Þ ¼
Xl

i¼1

SðA�i ;B�i Þ ð13Þ

In this proposed algorithm, when two DNA fragments
with length m and length n are provided, and if an align-
ment score of the DNA fragments has the highest value,
the alignment is considered as an optimal alignment and
the optimal alignment is searched. If we define Hi,j as the
optimal alignment score of A[1. . .i] and B[1. . .j], Hi,j can
be calculated by Dynamic Programming method and this
method has a same structure as conventional Needle-
man–Wunsch algorithm. So memory of O(mn) and time
of O(mn) are required in this method.

3.2. Adjustment of mapping score parameters using fuzzy

inference rules

Tips of a DNA fragment having quality score less than
20 can be occurred in the process of decoding a DNA
sequence because of experimental limitations. In this paper,
we define such a DNA fragment as a low quality DNA
fragment. In a conventional algorithm [7] using quality
score, errors often occur in calculating sequence mapping
scores in case of large difference of length between DNA
fragments and of low quality of tips of DNA fragments
because optimal fragments are selected by mapping score
parameters of user input. In order to solve these problems,
we improved the conventional algorithm by applying
lengths of DNA fragments and low quality information
in DNA fragments to a fuzzy logic system. In the improved
algorithm, mapping score parameters are adjusted dynam-
ically utilizing a fuzzy logic system. Inputs of the fuzzy
logic system are the lengths of DNA fragments and the fre-
quencies of low quality bases in the fragments, outputs of
the fuzzy logic system are mismatch mapping score param-
eters. A fuzzy logic system is composed of fuzzification of
input signals, fuzzy inference by fuzzy rules based on expert
knowledge and defuzzification of outputs. In this study, we
use a mini-max operator for the inference of fuzzy rules
and the center of gravity method [8] such as Eq. (14) for
the defuzzification.

y� ¼
P

lðyiÞxiP
lðyiÞ

ð14Þ

3.2.1. Membership functions for the length of a DNA

fragment

We designed membership functions for the length of a
DNA fragment as shown in Fig. 2(a), and calculated mem-
bership grades for the lengths of DNA fragments using the
functions. Low section means the length of a DNA frag-
ment is short, middle section means the length of a DNA

Table 4
Probability of regular-mismatch

A�i

B�i a c t g –

a X acba X X X
c Z Y Z Z Z
t Z Y Z Z Z
g Z Y Z Z Z
– Z Y Z Z Z
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fragment is medium, and high section means the length of a
DNA fragment is long.

Frequency of low quality (quality score is less than 20)
DNA bases in a fragment, Q, is calculated by Eq. (15)

Q ¼ # of low quality DNA bases

Total length of a fragment
ð15Þ

Fig. 2(b) shows membership functions for the frequency
of low quality DNA bases. In the figure, low section means
the frequency of low quality DNA bases is low, middle sec-
tion means the frequency of low quality DNA bases is med-
ium, and high section means the frequency of low quality
DNA bases is high.

3.2.2. Output membership functions for mismatch mapping

score parameters

The final mismatch mapping scores are calculated by
defuzzification using the center of gravity method after
inferring the fuzzy inference rules (Table 5) based on mem-
bership grades of the lengths of DNA fragments and the
frequencies of low quality DNA bases in the fragments.
Fig. 2(c) shows output membership functions for a mis-
match mapping score. Match mapping scores and gap

mapping scores are dynamically adjusted by difference of
±1 from mismatch mapping scores derived from the fuzzy
logic system for every replacement of fragments.

4. Experimental results and analyses

4.1. Experimental environments

The experimental environments are implemented by
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 and installed on a Samsung lap-
top computer having single CPU of 1.3 GHz and main
memory of 512 MB. We used genome data received from
NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/traces/trace.fcgi),
which is ‘‘gnljtij1147316796”, and from influenza A virus.
Each genome is composed of 166 DNA sequences having
Fasta and Quality files generated by PHRED. The length
of each fragment is between 311 and 872 bp. Fig. 3(a)
shows the main window of the implemented program by
the proposed algorithm for optimal sequence alignment.

In the main window of the implemented program, the
average quality of the fragments and the number of
DNA bases in each fragment can be checked after loading
Fasta and Quality files received from NCBI. Quality of
each DNA base can be distinguished by color expression.
Fig. 4 shows the information of a DNA fragment and color
expression for each quality class. Table 6 shows the range
of quality scores for each quality class.

4.2. Analyses of experimental results

We experimented with real 166 DNA sequences received
from NCBI in order to compare the proposed DNA
sequence alignment algorithm with the conventional
DNA sequence algorithm using quality information [7].
Low quality fragments appeared in all of the 166 DNA
sequences applied to the experiment. In Fig. 3(b), red col-
ored symbols in the tips of two DNA fragments indicate
low quality DNA bases.

Table 7 shows the numbers of matched and mismatched
optimal DNA sequence alignments implemented by the
proposed algorithm and the conventional algorithm [7].
In Table 7, cases of matched optimal alignments in both
algorithms occur when the average quality score of frag-
ments is not less than 41, and cases of mismatched optimal
alignments in both algorithms are occurred when the aver-
age quality score of fragments is no more than 20. Left part
of Fig. 5 shows a part of the optimal alignment of a DNA
sequence by the conventional algorithm and the right part

Fig. 2. Membership functions. (a) For the length of a DNA fragment; (b)
for the frequency of low quality DNA bases; (c) for a mismatch mapping.

Table 5
Fuzzy inference rules for a mismatch mapping score

Q

Low Middle High

Low L SM SM
Middle SM SM HM
High SM HM H
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of Fig. 5 shows a part of the optimal alignment of a DNA
sequence alignments by the proposed algorithm. Table 8
shows the results of optimal sequence alignments by the
conventional algorithm and the proposed algorithm. The
number of match in the proposed algorithm is more than
the number of match in the conventional algorithm and
the number of mismatch in the proposed algorithm is less
than the number of mismatch in the conventional algo-
rithm. So we verified the improvement of DNA sequence

alignment in the proposed algorithm by less error rate than
the conventional algorithm from the experiments.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an algorithm for optimal
DNA sequence alignment utilizing quality information
generated from a DNA sequencing program such as
PHRED used for sequencing process of biological DNA

Fig. 3. The main window of the implemented program for optimal sequence alignment (a) and a result window for the information of two DNA
fragments (b).
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sequences. In the proposed algorithm, mapping score
parameters are not inputted by a user but dynamically
adjusted by applying lengths of DNA fragments and fre-

quencies of low quality DNA bases in the fragments to
fuzzy inference rules. Through the experiments, we verified
the improvement of DNA sequence alignment by the pro-
posed algorithm which has lower error rate than the con-
ventional global alignment algorithm using only quality
information in spite of low quality of DNA fragment tips.
We applied quality information and mapping score param-
eters of DNA fragments to a global alignment algorithm
and a fuzzy logic system in this study. Further research
should involve application of a local alignment algorithm
in order to improve accuracy of DNA sequence alignment.
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Fig. 4. Information of a DNA fragment and color expression for each
quality class. (a) Information of a DNA fragment; (b) color expression for
each quality class.

Table 6
Range of quality scores

Quality class Range of quality scores

Nonavailable fragment 0
Low quality fragment 1–20
Middle quality fragment 21–40
High quality fragment 41–99

Table 7
The numbers of matched and mismatched optimal DNA sequence
alignments

No. of matched alignments
in both algorithms

No. of mismatched alignments
in both algorithms

12/166 144/166

Fig. 5. Parts of the optimal alignment by the conventional algorithm and
the proposed algorithm.

Table 8
Results of optimal sequence alignments

The conventional
algorithm [7]

The proposed
algorithm

No. match 10/29 14/29
No. mismatch 14/29 10/29
No. gap 15/29 15/29
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